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• Notice indicates a situation not related to personal injury which, if not
avoided, could result in motor or equipment damage.

• Caution indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not
avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury.

INSTALLER: PLEASE LEAVE THIS MANUAL FOR THE OWNER’S USE
OWNER: READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
Safety Instructions
Before installing, using, or servicing this product, carefully read and fully understand the instructions including all warnings, cautions, and safety notice
statements. To reduce risk of personal injury, death and/or property damage, follow all instructions for proper motor installation, operation and maintenance.
Although you should read and follow these instructions, they are not intended as a complete listing of all details for installation, operation, and maintenance.
If you have any questions concerning any of the procedures, or if you have a safety concern not covered by the instructions, STOP, and contact the motor
manufacturer.
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INTRODUCTION

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

UlteMAX motor is the game-changing addition to the Marathon motors
family. Its “hidden” axial design and custom control offers an overall
footprint reduction while MAXimizing output over a wide range of speed
for air handling and ventilation applications. UlteMAX motor’s product
profile enables flexible mounting options, on-site customization and future
upgrades.
• Footprint reduction in profile
• 1/2 the weight of traditional induction motor and drive system
• High efficiency - energy savings
• Reprogrammable - enables future upgrades
• Scalable
• Flexible mounting structure
• Innovative platform to reduce SKU’s
• Unobstructed inlet air flow increase wire to air efficiency
• Programmable for RPM control
• Late point differentiation (programming changes) through software and
hardware configurability
• Lightweight and reliable cast aluminum
• Integrated variable speed drives up to 15 HP
• 2 Configurable sizes (3-10 HP &15 HP)
®

®

Features
• Multi-speed, variable torque, integrated axial AC motor
• Available in 3-5 HP 230VAC 50/60HZ, 3-10HP 380-460VAC 50/60HZ, &
15HP 460VAC all three-phase
• Mount motor to fan assembly with 3/8”-16 bolts to match each variant’s
bolt circle
• UL and CE recognized component
Benefits
• Principle advantage of the UlteMAX® motor lies in its configuration
where the overall length provides Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEMs) with competitive advantages for their own products
• Different from a conventional motor in that it has a very short length,
but is larger in diameter
• An ideal solution for equipment manufacturers requiring compact
motors
• Incorporated into the product as an integrated motor

MAIN COMPONENTS
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INVERTER POD

USER INTERFACE POD

• 2 variants available
• 3-10 HP
• 15 HP

• Hardware standard across range
• Interface software customizable

MAIN FRAME POD

RECTIFIER POD

• 2 variants available
• 186XW
• 206XW

• Rectifier matched to inverter

1.0 SAFETY INFORMATION

2.0 RECEIVING AND INSPECTION

1.1 ELECTRICAL SAFETY

2.1 INITIAL INSPECTIONS

WARNING! ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD
Electrical connections shall be made by a qualified electrician in
accordance with all applicable codes, ordinances and sound practices.
Failure to follow these instructions could result in serious personal injury,
death and/or property damage. Only qualified personnel should install or
repair electrical motors and their accessories.

WARNING! ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD

WARNING! ELECTRICAL LIVE CIRCUIT HAZARD
Do not touch electrically live parts. Disconnect, lockout and tag input
power supply before installing or servicing motor (includes accessory
devices). Use a voltmeter to verify that power is off before contacting
conductors.

2.1.1 CHECK PACKING LIST AND INSPECT the packaging to
make certain no damage has occurred in shipment. If there is
visible damage to the packaging, unpack and inspect the motor
immediately. Claims for any damage done in shipment must be
made by the purchaser against the transportation company.

WARNING! ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD
Rotor rotation produces voltage in PM motors even when motor is
disconnected from power source. Do not open any of the pods or touch
unprotected terminals while the motor rotor is rotating. Doing so could
cause serious injury or death to personnel. Disconnect drive input power
and allow 5 minutes for capacitors to discharge before servicing.

2.1.2 TURN MOTOR ROTOR (see Electrical Shock Hazard above) by
hand to be certain that it rotates freely. Bearing seals may add drag.

WARNING! ELECTRICAL HAZARD
Rotor rotation produces voltage in PM motors even when motor is
disconnected from power source. Do not operate the motor or allow
equipment to back drive the motor above the maximum RPM listed on
the motor nameplate. Doing so could cause serious injury or death to
personnel or damage the motor or system equipment.
WARNING! ELECTRICAL GROUNDING HAZARD
Failure to properly ground motors, per the National Electrical Code
(NEC) Article 430 and local codes could cause serious injury or death to
personnel. For general information on grounding refer to NEC Article 250.
(Also, see “Ground Connections section 3.4.7“).
WARNING! MAGNETIC FIELD HAZARD
Permanent magnet motor rotors, when removed from the motor body,
expose surrounding personnel and equipment to powerful magnetic fields
which could cause serious health hazards to persons with pacemakers,
hearing aids, or other implanted electronic medical devices and could
impact other electronic devices such as mobile phones, credit cards, etc.
1.2 MECHANICAL SAFETY
WARNING! LOOSE PARTS HAZARD
Before starting the motor, ensure no loose rotating parts to prevent them
from flying off. Failure to follow these instructions could result in serious
personal injury, death and/or property damage.
WARNING! ROTATING PARTS HAZARD
Keep extremities, hair, jewelry and clothing away from moving parts.
Failure to follow these instructions could result in serious personal injury,
death and/or property damage.
WARNING! DO NOT DISASSEMBLE
Due to powerful magnetic fields, disassembly and assembly of permanent
magnet motors should only be performed by the manufacturer or
specialized personnel authorized by the manufacturer. Only qualified
personnel who are familiar with the applicable national codes, local codes
and sound practices should install or repair electric motors and their
accessories. See the Magnetic Field Hazard in section 1.1.
1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY
WARNING! HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS
Motor is not rated for classified environments.
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Rotor rotation produces voltage at motor leads and connected
equipment even when motor is disconnected from power source.
Do not open any of the pods or touch unprotected terminals while the
motor rotor is rotating. Doing so could cause serious injury or death to
personnel.

2.1.3 CHECK NAMEPLATE for conformance with purchase order
requirements and compliance with power supply and control
equipment requirements.
2.2 HANDLING
WARNING! FALLING OBJECT HAZARD
Lifting lugs are provided, and are intended for lifting only the motor and
accessories mounted by the motor manufacturer. Utilizing the motor lifting
provision to lift other components could result in serious personal injury,
death and/or property damage. It is the responsibility of the customer
to ensure the lifting lugs are securely fastened. Before using the lifting
provision, check the lifting means to assure they are not bent or damaged
and are completely threaded, seated & secured to the motor.
WARNING! FALLING OBJECT HAZARD
Equipment to lift motor must have adequate lifting capacity. While lifting
the motor, DO NOT stand under or in the vicinity of the motor. Failure to
follow these instructions could result in serious personal injury, death and/
or property damage.
2.3 STORAGE
Motors, not put into service immediately, must be stored indoors in a
clean, dry location. Avoid locations with large temperature swings that
will result in condensation. Motors must be covered to eliminate airborne
dust and dirt. If the storage location exhibits high vibration, place isolation
pads under motor to minimize damage to motor bearings.
2.3.1 BEARING LUBRICATION: Bearings are grease packed and
permanently sealed at the factory; Lubrication upon receipt of motor,
while in storage, or any time during the life of the motor is not
necessary.
2.3.2 ROTOR ROTATION: (see Electrical Shock Hazard Warning in
section 2.1) It is recommended that the motor rotor be rotated 5
to 10 rotations every three months to distribute the grease in the
bearings. This will reduce the chance for corrosion to form on the
bearing rolling elements and raceways. Note: Bearing seals may add
drag.
2.3.3 DAMP OR HUMID STORAGE LOCATIONS: Motor exterior
surfaces are manufactured with rust inhibitors and should not rust.

3.0 INSTALLATION AND OPERATION
WARNING! ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD
Only qualified personnel who are familiar with and understand the
appropriate national codes, local codes and sound practices should install
or repair electrical motors and their accessories. Installation should
conform to the appropriate national code as well as local codes and sound
practices. Failure to follow these instructions could result in serious
personal injury, death and/or property damage.
WARNING! ELECTRICAL LIVE CIRCUIT HAZARD
Do not touch electrically live parts. Disconnect, lock out and tag input
power supply before installing or servicing motor (includes accessory
devices). Use a voltmeter to verify that power is off before contacting
conductors.
WARNING! ELECTRICAL SAFETY
Refer to Section 1.0 for additional warnings before proceeding with
installation and operation.
VERTICAL SHAFT MOUNTING
Vertical shaft mounting of the UlteMAX® motor is possible when specified.
3.1 LOCATION
3.1.1 SELECTING A LOCATION: Consideration should be given to
environment and ventilation. Motors should be installed in an area
that is protected from corrosives, harmful gases or liquids, dust,
metallic particles, and vibration. A motor with the proper enclosure
for the expected operating condition should be selected. Provide
accessible clearance for cleaning, repair, service, and inspections.
The location should be considered for possible future motor removal
or motor handling. The free flow of air around the motor should not
be obstructed.

FRONT

3.1.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE LIMITS: The ambient temperatures
of the air inlet to the motor should not exceed 40°C (104°F) or be
less than -25°C (-13°F). The ambient temperature inside an enclosure
built around the motor shall not exceed the nameplate ambient. For
ambient temperatures outside of these limits consult the motor
manufacturer.
3.1.3 CONSTRUCTION: Motors are suitable for indoor or
outdoor standard service applications.
WARNING! EXPLOSION HAZARD
This motor should never be placed in an area with a hazardous
process or where flammable gases or combustible materials may be
present. Failure to follow these instructions could result in serious
personal injury, death and/or property damage. (For other limitations
see section 1.3).
3.2 MOUNTING MOTOR
3.2.1 MOUNTING STRUCTURE: The motor must be securely
installed to a mounting structure or a mounting surface to minimize
vibration and maintain alignment between the motor rotor and the
load’s mounting surface. Fan mounts onto rotor plate surface by
matching bolt hole pattern to the fan (bolt hole patterns vary with size
of motor). Motor frame mounts to fan structure with T-slots located
on the corners (See Figure 3.1). Lifting lugs are for installation only
and should be removed after installation. Torque specification for
lifting lugs is 3-4 LB-FT.
WARNING! T-SLOT MOUNTING
All four (4) T-Slots must be used in mounting. Ensure fasteners used
with T-Slots keep motor secure and stationary.
WARNING! FALLING OBJECT HAZARD
The lifting provision on the axial motor is designed for lifting the
motor in a vertical position using the motor lifting lugs. Lifting in any
other manner could cause the motor to fall and could result in death
or serious injury.

BACK

Figure 3.1: Front and back of motor showing T-slot mounting and rotor bolt holes
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3.3 APPLICATION ASSEMBLY TO MOTOR
WARNING! PERSONNEL INJURY
Do not connect motor to load until correct rotational direction is
established. Failing equipment due to improper rotational direction
could result in injury to personnel.
3.3.1 GENERAL: PROPER ALIGNMENT
Balancing the motor and driven equipment minimizes vibration levels,
maximizes bearing life, and extends the overall life of the machinery.
NOTICE: BEARING FAILURE
During assembly, do NOT force components onto the rotor. Striking
or hammering the component may result in damage.

Serial Communication Input - This motor is equipped with an RS-485
serial communication port. To put motor in Serial Communication
Input speed command mode:
Place “speed command” DIP switch in “MODBUS” setting position.
Note, motor can still be controlled **using 0-10 V** while in
MODBUS control (this is the default setting). To override this 0-10V
mode, set MODBUS register 0x2005 to “MODBUS Speed
Mode.” When overridden, the speed can now be controlled using
register 0x6000 (reference whatever document is being used toshare
the MODBUS command set here).

WARNING! MECHANICAL HAZARD
Rotor rotation produces voltage in PM motors even when motor is
disconnected from power source. Do not operate the motor or allow
equipment to back drive the motor above the maximum RPM listed
on the motor nameplate. Doing so could cause serious injury or
death to personnel or damage the motor or system equipment.
3.3.2.1 THERMAL PROTECTION
General Information: Motor is electronically thermally overload
protected per UL 2111.
3.3.3 GUARDS
WARNING! ROTATING PARTS HAZARD
When devices are assembled to the motor rotor, be sure to install
protective devices that must protect against accidental contact with
extremities, hair, and clothing. Consider the application and provide
guarding to protect personnel from loose rotating parts to prevent
them from flying off and causing bodily injury. Failure to follow this
warning could result in serious personal injury, death and/or property
damage.
3.4 ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
WARNING! ELECTRICAL HAZARDS
Before proceeding, read Section 1.1 on Electrical Safety. Failure to
follow the instructions in Section 1.1 could result in serious personal
injury, death and/or property damage.
WARNING! ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD
Voltage may be present at the motor terminals even after the
motor has stopped rotating. To assure there is no voltage at motor.
disconnect drive input power and allow 5 minutes for capacitors to
discharge before servicing. Failure to follow this instruction could
result in serious personal injury or death (see Electrical Shock Hazard
Warning in section 1.1).
NOTICE: WIRE CONNECTIONS
Recommend the use of terminating ferrules for stripped wire ends to
prevent stray strands from shorting to adjacent terminal.
Recommended strip length: 8mm
3.4.1 CONNECTIONS
Minimum required connections:
3-phase line and ground Speed control signal (0-10VDC) at
AIN0- and AIN0+
Cover must be reinstalled before power is applied.
3.4.2 SPEED CONTROL METHODS
Analog Input (0-10Vdc) - To put motor in Analog Input (0-10 V) speed
command mode:
Place “speed command” DIP switch in “0-10V” setting position. The
default motor control method is 0-10V DC where 0V is open or zero
input and 10V or full input is full speed. DC signal should be applied
per figure 3.2 where +V DC line (AIN+) and DC common line (AIN-)
should be attached where shown. Minimum speed is 300RPM.
Motor will not start until voltage reaches value corresponding to
300RPM, assuming linear scaling between 0RPM (0 volts) and max
rated RPM (10 volts).
Analog Input (4-20mA) - To put motor in Analog Input (4-20 mA)
speed command mode:
Place “speed command” DIP switch in “0-10V” setting position.
Using 16-18 AWG stranded copper wire, connect jumper from J4-1
to J1-1. Connect a second jumper from J4-4 to J1-2.
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Figure 3.2: User Interface Module
Tensile forces can affect the
terminal point during wiring
or operation. Correctly wired
terminal blocks must therefore
offer a high degree of mechanical
safety. Use the correct terminal
block specifications such as
wire gauge and the length of
insulation stripped off from the
wire or ferrule sizing.
Figure 3.2 Items
1
2, 3
6







J4 Serial Communications
DC Control AIN0- AIN0+
NO NC COM
Ground Screw
a.) Direction of rotation - Dip Switch 1
b.) Analog/MOBDUS Speed Command – 		
Dip Switch 2
c.) MOBDUS Addresses - Dip Switches 3-6
 Three Phase Line (L1, L2, L3)

Wire gauge range
22 – 14 AWG
24 – 16 AWG
14 – 10 AWG (per NEC and
local codes)

Wire strip length
5-6 mm
8 mm

Wire ferrule
Optional
Optional

12 mm

Optional

3.4.3 MOTOR ROTATION
It is possible to change the direction of rotation by toggling dip
switch 1 shown in Figure 3.2. Rotation changes should only be made
with power removed from the unit. Motor direction change will not
be implemented until positional switch is toggled and power has
been removed and then reapplied to the unit. Direction of rotation
described as viewed opposite rotor plate.
3.4.4 POWER SUPPLY / BRANCH CIRCUIT
WARNING! POWER SUPPLY INCOMPATIBILITY HAZARD
Check power supply to make certain that voltage, frequency
and current carrying capacity are in accordance with the motor
nameplate. Connecting to the wrong power source could result in
serious personal injury, death and/or property damage.
WARNING! BRANCH CIRCUIT SUPPLY HAZARD
Motor and control wiring, fusing, overload protection, disconnects,
accessories and grounding must always conform to the applicable
electrical codes as well as local codes and sound practices. Failure to
do so could result in serious injury or death.

3.4.5 USER INTERFACE POD

2. Check Installation:

WARNING! ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD
Rotor rotation produces voltage in PM motors even when motor
is disconnected from power source. Do not open pods or touch
unprotected terminals while the motor rotor is rotating. Doing so
could cause serious injury or death to personnel.

Mechanical - Manually rotate the motor rotor to ensure motor
rotor rotates freely (see Electrical Shock Hazard Warning in
section 1.1). Note: User may feel small pulsations when turning
rotor due to the magnets in rotor. Bearing seals will add drag.

CONDUIT OPENING
User interface module has four NPT openings. Note: all three input
power leads and ground lead must pass through NPT openings. Front
of user interface pod can be opened by removing cover screws.
When tightening cover, 25-35in-lb is recommended for the UI Cover
fasteners.
3.4.6 LEAD CONNECTIONS
Reference to connection diagram in general. In making connections,
follow the applicable electrical code as well as local codes and
practices.
WARNING! ELECTRICAL CONNECTION HAZARD
Failure to correctly connect the motor leads and grounding conductor
could result in serious personal injury or death. Motor lead
connections can short and cause damage or injury if not well secured
and insulated.
3.4.7 GROUND CONNECTION(S)
WARNING! ELECTRICAL GROUNDING HAZARD
For general information on grounding (USA), refer to NEC Article 250.
In making the ground connection, the installer must make certain
that a good electrical connection is obtained between motor and
grounding lead. Failure to properly ground motors, per the applicable
national code (such as NEC Article 430) and local codes, could cause
serious injury or death to personnel.
3.4.7.1 ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE
Primary “Internal” Ground: A grounding conductor must be
connected to the grounding terminal provided in the user interface
pod. This grounding terminal is a ground screw. The internal
grounding feature is accessible inside the user interface pod and
must be used as the primary grounding connection.
3.4.8 START UP
WARNING! LOOSE & ROTATING PARTS HAZARD
Before proceeding, read Section 1.2 on Mechanical Safety. Failure to
follow the instructions could result in serious personal injury, death
and/or property damage.
WARNING! ELECTRICAL LIVE CIRCUIT HAZARD
Rotor rotation produces voltage in PM motors even when motor
is disconnected from power source. Do not open pods or touch
unprotected terminals while the motor rotor is rotating. Doing so
could cause serious injury or death to personnel. Disconnect drive
input power and allow 5 minutes for capacitors to discharge before
servicing.
WARNING! ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD
Be certain that all connections are secure and the pod covers are
fastened in place before electrical power is applied. Failure to follow
these instructions could result in serious personal injury, death, and/
or property damage.
CAUTION! USER CONTACT OF HOT SURFACE
Normal motor surface temperatures may exceed 90 ° C (194° F).
Touching the motor frame could cause discomfort or injury. Surface
temperatures should only be measured with suitable instruments
and not estimated by hand touch.
3.4.8.1 START UP - NO LOAD PROCEDURE
WARNING! ROTATION HAZARD
Incorrect motor rotation direction could cause serious or fatal
injury or equipment damage. Verify rotation direction before
connecting to driven equipment.
1. Check Instructions:
Before startup carefully read and fully understand these
instructions including all warnings, cautions, and safety notice
statements.
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3.4.8.2 START UP – LOAD CONNECTED PROCEDURE
1. Check Instructions:
Before startup carefully read and fully understand these
instructions including all warnings & safety notice statements.
2. Coupling Installation:
Check that the connected equipment is properly aligned
and not binding. Check that all guards and protective devices
are properly installed.
3. ENERGIZE MOTOR:
Electrical – With power disconnected, inspect all electrical
connections for proper terminations, clearance and mechanical
tightness. When all personnel are clear of the machine, apply
power and verify that the load is not transmitting excessive
vibration back to the motor through the rotor or the foundation.
Verify that motor amps are within nameplate rating by using
a true-rms meter. The equipment can now be fully loaded and
operated within specified limits as stated on the nameplate.
4. CHECK ROTATION:
If practical, check motor rotation before connecting to the
load. Energize and momentarily jog motor to verify direction of
rotation. If opposite rotation is required, select reverse rotation.
4.0 MAINTENANCE
WARNING! ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD: Voltage may be present
at the motor terminals even after the motor has stopped rotating.
Disconnect power and verify DC output voltage is zero before performing
service or maintenance. Disconnect drive input power and allow 5
minutes for capacitors to discharge before servicing. Failure to follow this
instruction could result in serious personal injury or death.
WARNING! ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD
Electrical connections are to be made by a qualified electrician in
accordance with all applicable codes, ordinances and sound practices.
Failure to follow these instructions could result in serious personal injury,
death and/or property damage. Only qualified personnel who are familiar
with the applicable national codes, local codes and sound practices should
install or repair electric motors and their accessories.
WARNING! ELECTRICAL LIVE CIRCUIT HAZARD
Do not touch electrically live parts. Disconnect, lock out and tag input
power supply before installing or servicing motor (includes accessory
devices). Failure to do so could cause serious injury or death to personnel.
WARNING! ELECTRICAL LIVE CIRCUIT HAZARD
Rotor rotation produces voltage in PM motors even when motor is
disconnected from power source. Do not open pods or touch unprotected
terminals while the motor rotor is rotating. Such opening or touching
could cause serious injury or death to personnel.
WARNING! DISASSEMBLY APPROVAL REQUIRED
Due to powerful magnetic fields, disassembly and assembly of permanent
magnet motors should only be performed by the manufacturer. Bearings
are not serviceable. Failure to follow this instruction could cause serious
injury.
WARNING! MAGNETIC FIELD HAZARD
Permanent magnet motor rotors contain powerful magnetic fields.
Exposure to magnetic field could cause serious health hazards to persons
with pacemakers, hearing aids, or other implanted electronic medical
devices and could impact other electronic devices such as mobile phones,
credit cards, etc.
WARNING! ELECTRICAL SAFETY
Refer to Section 1.0 for additional warnings before proceeding with
maintenance.

4.1 GENERAL INSPECTION

4.2 OPERATING TEMPERATURE

Inspect the motor approximately every 500 hours of operation or
every three months, whichever occurs first. Keep the motor clean and
the ventilation and fin openings clear. The following steps should be
performed at each inspection:

CAUTION! HOT SURFACE
The external surface temperature may reach 90° C (194° F) during normal
operation. Touching this surface could cause discomfort or injury. Surface
temperatures should only be measured with suitable instruments and not
estimated by hand touch.

4.1.1 ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS: With all power off and motor
stopped, voltage may be present even after motor has stopped.
Disconnect drive input power and allow 5 minutes for capacitors to
discharge before servicing. Check all electrical connectors to be sure
that they are tight.
4.1.2 SAFETY LABELS: Do not remove or cover safety labels.
Inspect and clean safety labels to maintain visibility. Replace labels
if they are no longer readable. Allow motor to cool for a duration of
time before touching/cleaning external surface. Temperature may
reach 90° C (194° F) during normal operation. Touching this surface
may cause discomfort or injury.

4.3 TROUBLESHOOTING
WARNING! READ INSTRUCTIONS:
Before troubleshooting a motor, carefully read and fully understand the
warnings, cautions, and safety notice statements in this manual. Failure
to do so could cause severe injury, death, and/or equipment damage.
4.3.1 GENERAL TROUBLESHOOTING
WARNINGS!
1. Always keep hands, hair, and clothing away from moving parts.
2. Be sure required safety guards are in place before starting 		
equipment.
3. If the problem persists, contact the manufacturer.

MOTOR TROUBLESHOOTING CAUSE / CORRECTIVE ACTION - TABLE 4-1
Before conducting any trouble-shooting, be sure to read and follow all safety warnings and instructions.
Failure to do so could cause severe injury, death, and/or equipment damage.
ISSUE

A
B

C

D

A

B
C
D
E

F

A
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LIKELY CAUSE

CORRECTIVE ACTION

MOTOR FAILS TO START UPON INITIAL INSTALLATION
(1) Ensure that rated input voltage is present.
(2) Check line fuses. Ref. Section 3.4.4.1.
Driven load exceeds motor capacity. Motor may (1) Verify that motor is adequate for application. (Fault codes only available with
trip on overload fault.
MOBDUS functionality)
Load is jammed or motor is binding.
(1) Verify that motor and load turn freely. Ref. Section 3.4.8.
(2) Disconnect motor from load and ensure motor turns freely. Ref. Section 3.4.8.
(3) Verify that motor starts when disconnected from load. Ref. Section 3.4.8. The no
load trip safety disabled. Ref. Section 3.4.2.
(4) Remove excessive / binding load if present.
Motor programmed incorrectly. Motor trips on
Repeat checks listed above. (Fault codes only available with MOBDUS functionality).
overload fault.
MOTOR HAS BEEN RUNNING, THEN SLOWS DOWN, STALLS, OR FAILS TO RESTART
Drive has faulted.
(1) Check fault codes. (Fault codes only available with MOBDUS functionality).
(2) Verify that motor & load turn freely. Ref Sections 3.3.2 and 3.4.8.
(3) Replace inverter pod. Ref Figure 1.
Supply voltage has drooped or has become
(1) Check fuse or reset circuit breaker. Ref. Section 3.4.4.1.
severely unbalanced.
(2) Verify that rated and balanced supply voltage has been restored at input before
restarting motor. Measure input voltage after motor has reached set speed during
restart.
Motor is overloaded. Motor trips on overload.
Motor is overloaded. Motor trips on overload.
Motor bearings are seized.
(1) Verify that motor and load turn freely. Ref. Sections 3.3.2 and 3.4.8.
Load Is jammed. Motor trips on overload.
(2) Disconnect motor from load and ensure motor turns freely. Ref. Section 3.4.8.
(3) Verify that motor starts when disconnected from load. Ref. Section 3.4.8.
(4) Remove excessive / binding load if present.
(5) Motor may have overheated, allow motor to cool before attempting to restart. Ref.
Section 3.3.2.1.
Motor will not start after tripping.
(1) Check fault codes and follow troubleshooting procedures. (Fault codes only available
with MOBDUS functionality).
(2) Verify that input voltage is balanced and within limits. Ref. Section 3.4.4.
(3) Remove excessive mechanical load if present.
MOTOR TAKES TOO LONG TO ACCELERATE
Supply voltage has drooped or become severely Ensure that steady state supply voltage at input terminals is within limits. Correct as
unbalanced.
needed.
Low or no input voltage.

ISSUE
B

A

A
B
C
A
B
C
D
E

A

A

A
B

A

LIKELY CAUSE

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Load exceeds motor capability.

(1) Verify the motor rating and current capability is sized correctly for the load.
(2) Disconnect motor from load and ensure motor turns freely. Ref. Section 3.4.8.
MOTOR ROTATES IN THE WRONG DIRECTION
Motor direction is reversed or commanded
Program direction change by toggling dip switch, in the user interface pod, to proper
direction is reversed.
setting. Disconnect drive input power and allow 5 minutes for capacitors to discharge
before servicing.
UNIT TRIPS REPEATEDLY ON OVERLOAD OR MOTOR OVER-TEMPERATURE FAULT
Load exceeds motor capability.
(1) Verify the motor rating and current capability is sized correctly for the load.
(2) Disconnect motor from load & ensure motor turns freely. Ref. Section 3.4.8.
Ambient temperature too high.
Confirm that ambient at motor does not exceed value stamped on motor nameplate.
Reduce ambient as needed. Ref. Section 3.1.2.
Start/stop time (duty cycle) is too short or too
Reduce the number of start/stop cycles.
frequent.
MOTOR VIBRATES
Motor misaligned to load.
Realign load.
Load out of balance.
Ensure that load is dynamically balanced.
Driven load operating at resonant point / natural 1) De-energize motor and record vibration as load coasts from 100% speed to 0 RPM.
frequency.
If vibration drops immediately, vibration source is electrical. If levels do not drop
immediately, source is mechanical.
(2) If mechanical, redesign system to operate below the resonant point.
Uneven, weak or loose mounting support.
Shim, strengthen or tighten where required.
Motor out of balance.
Motor is balanced at the factory and will remain balanced in operation. If motor balance
is in question, remove motor from application and send to motor manufacturer or
authorized service shop for inspection.
FAILURE DUE TO WORN BEARING SYSTEM
Load to motor may be excessive or unbalanced. (1) Check loading on motor rotor. An unbalanced load will also cause the bearings to fail.
(2) Check run-out of mating components and if bearings are worn replace motor.
MOTOR MAKES A RUBBING, GRINDING, OR SQUEALING NOISE
Contact between rotating and stationary
Isolate motor from load. To locate point of contact turn motor rotor by hand. Ref.
components.
Section 2.1.2. If point of contact is not located, contact motor manufacturer or
authorized service shop.
UNIT TRIPS ON GROUND FAULT
Condensation forms on motor winding.
Remove source of moisture. Dry out motor. Ref. Section 4.0.
Motor winding is shorted to ground.
Disconnect leads at motor user interface pod and Megger motor leads to ground. Ref.
Section 4.1.1. If resistance is less than 1.5 mega-ohms, remove motor from service and
send to authorized service shop for inspection.
MOTOR ROTOR COGS
Rotor cogs when turned by hand. Note that
Motor leads are shorted together inside user interface pod, producing braking torque.
because of the presence of the magnets, some Isolate all leads and repeat rotor turning by hand. Ref. Section 3.4.8.1.
motor cogging is normal.

ULTEMAX® MOTOR Q&A
Question: Why UlteMAX motor vs a traditional PM motor?
Answer:
•
The weight and size of the motor are at least 50% smaller than a
traditional radial induction motor and drive. Smaller housing and steel
are required to support.
•
One motor/drive covers a wide range of speed and horsepower (kW).
•
Integrated motor and drive. They have been tested together and no
additional programming is required.
•
Customizable – We can design for your application’s parameters.
Question: In what application is this motor designed to be used?
Answer: The UlteMAX motor is designed for commercial air handling
applications.
Question: Do the motors all use the same housing?
Answer: There are two housings: the 186XW and the 206XW (it’s slightly
wider and heavier).
Question: What is the efficiency of the UlteMAX motor and how does it
compare to other motor & drives?
Answer: The combined UlteMAX motor and drive efficiency is 88% for
7.5 – 10 HP (5,6 – 7,5 kW). The wire to air efficiency is over 60%. When
comparing this product to other systems, be certain to include both the
efficiency of the motor AND the drive.
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Question: Are the PODs serviceable?
Answer: Yes. While under warranty, we would ask that you ship the motor
back for replacement and analysis of failure.
Question: Is this product IP54 and CE approved?
Answer: The UlteMAX motor has been CE approved. IP54 approval is
expected in the fourth quarter of 2018. The motor is rated for IP20 under
CE where enclosures protect the motor from the surrounding outdoor
elements.
Question: When will the UlteMAX motor be available in under 3 HP ( 2,2
kW)?
Answer: We are currently in development to scale this motor to below 3
HP and to a smaller physical size.
Question: Does this motor come with metric specifications and screws
for mounting the motor to the fan?
Answer: Currently the UlteMAX motor has US threads. US bolts can be
provided when needed.

Question: What are the bolt patterns?
Answer: There are two bolt patterns: 2.5 – 3.7 KW – (5.5 in/138.7mm),
5.5 – 7.5 KW – (8in/2.3.2mm). The 186XW DWG can be used for the 5.5 –
7.5KW and the other for 5.5-7.5KW.
Question: What are the electrical requirements of the motor?
Answer: The UlteMAX® motor requires 3 phase 230/400/460V 50/60 HZ.
FAN MOUNTING
Question: Is the bolt pattern on the rotor plate customizable?
Answer: Yes, within the confines of our rotor construction. We would
need to understand the application and opportunity.
Question: Is a hollow shaft design possible?
Answer: Yes
Question: Is a short shaft design possible?
Answer: Yes. We would need to evaluate the impact on the bearings.
Question: What is the material of the rotor plate?
Answer: Ductile iron
BEARING DESIGN, SHAFT LOADING
Question: What DE, ODE bearings are used in the UlteMAX motor?
Answer: For 3-10HP, DE 6209 Deep Groove and ODE is 7208 Angular
Contact. For the 15HP, DE 6211 Deep Groove and ODE is 7210 Angular
Contact.
Question: What is the maximum axial and radial shaft loading in
horizontal, vertical shaft up, and vertical shaft down orientations?
Answer: 100 lbs., 4” off the customer face for all orientations.
Question: What is the expected bearing life?
Answer: Rel Demo confidence is calculated based on 40k hours of
operation. Design targets for the bearings are 50k hours. We are in the
process of validating this with testing.
RELIABILITY
Question: What motor reliability testing has been done?
Answer:
1.
Design Qualification testing (DQ) is conducted during the
development phase and consists of various tests that stress the
components, layouts, and assemblies. The end result of a successful
passage of this testing is a “design freeze”.
2. Once the design has been frozen, we expose units built on
production equipment to stressors that target manufacturing
variation (MV). Once this testing phase is successful, one of 2
criteria to launch the product has been satisfied.
3. The second criterion is the successful demonstration of 50 percent
statistical confidence to a reliability target. In the UlteMAX motor
product, the UUTs were subjected to 3 different environments which
in combination represented the end user application.
COOLING
Question: What is the minimum air flow requirement for the UlteMAX
motor?
Answer: There is no minimum airflow requirement, only a temperature
limit of the IPM for use in the plenum fan application. For other
applications the system will need to be retested and possibly redesigned
with other temperatures being measured. Currently, our stator and
bearings rely heavily on the air that flows through the motor in the
plenum application. We can provide guidance on a test setup in whatever
application you are working on so you can determine its performance.
Question: How does fan diameter affect airflow over the UlteMAX motor?
Answer: In a certain range of plenum fan diameter’s the back plate
diameter has much less effect than the motor mounting structure and
pressure differential does on cooling. However, if the plenum fan gets
very small (14” or less) or very large (32” or more) then there may be
some more dependence on that dimension.
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Question: What is the maximum acceptable shell temperature?
Answer: It depends on the application and the design of that application.
Currently we have no published maximum except that of the windings
and IPM. The windings are rated to Class F limits and the IPM cuts back
at 95C and off at 100C.
AC INPUT SPECIFICATION
Question: Can the 230VAC versions run on 208VAC (+- 10%)
Answer: No
Question: Can the 230VAC versions run on 200VAC (+-10%) (New York City)
Answer: No
DRIVE RECTIFICATION
Question: Is the rectification full-wave or half-wave?
Answer: Full wave rectification.
Question: What is the level of DC bus voltage ripple?
Answer: Nearly the full amount possible in an unfiltered full wave rectified
3-phase waveform, but due to the drive technology, this does not impact
operation.
CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS
Question: What is the schedule for BacNET availability?
Answer: This is currently under review and details are not yet available.
Question: Are there any plans for Ethernet connectivity?
Answer: Unknown at this point.
USE AS GENERAL PURPOSE MOTOR
Question: Are there plans to introduce an UlteMAX motor version for
general purpose applications?
Answer: There have been discussions, but nothing formal at this point.
Question: Are there plans for an integral fan version for self-cooling?
Answer: This is currently under review.
Question: What is the potential starting torque capability of the motor?
Answer: This is limited due to sensor less control. However, we have
successfully started up fairly large fan wheels with a large moment of
inertia. The maximum has not been measured.
Question: Can the motor be configured with an input for direction? Or
accept a Modbus direction command?
Answer: It would be possible if it isn’t already enabled.

Question: How does the analog input 0-10V vs RPM” work on the
UlteMAX® motor?
Answer: The linear trend is applied and 10Vdc line is scaled for each
model, from 0rpm through max speed of each model. Constant
horsepower is achieved between the speed ranges shown below.

Example 186XW-7.5-M-V
Constant horsepower between 2300 to 3400rpm
10Vdc = 3400rpm (max speed of this model)
0Vdc = 0rpm
6.76Vdc = 2300rpm
0.88Vdc = 300rpm

10vDC will equate to the higher value of the range.
300rpm is always the minimum speed.
So, for instance 186XW-3-T
Constant horsepower between 1000 and 2300 rpm
10Vdc = 2300rpm (max speed of this model)
0Vdc = 0 rpm
4.35Vdc = 1000rpm
1.3Vdc = 300rpm

460VAC 60HZ Ratings

Speed range is constant HP within this area. Lower speeds results in lower HP
SKU

MAX POWER

SPEED

186XW-3-T

3HP

1000-2300 RPM

186XW-3-M

3HP

2300-3500 RPM

186XW-3-R

3HP

3500-4200 RPM

186XW-5-T

5HP

1000-2300 RPM

186XW-5-M

5HP

2300-3500 RPM

186XW-5-R

5HP

3500-4200 RPM

186XW-7.5-T-V

7.5HP

1300-2300 RPM

186XW-7.5-M-V

7.5HP

2300-3400 RPM

186XW-7.5-R-V

7.5HP

3400-4140 RPM

186XW-10-T-V

10HP

1600-2240 RPM

186XW-10-M-V

10HP

2240-3040 RPM

186XW-10-R-V

10HP

3040-3640 RPM
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